


this page: oversized facsimiled portraits 

by impressionist painter Jean-baptiste-

camille corot, along with an old 

birdcage and antique wooden trophy 

heads, lend the hotel’s gourmet 

restaurant, le corot, a quirky charm. 

the carpet is from hartley’s of paris 

and the chair and tables are from small 

french manufacturer collinet. opposite:  

vine leaves adorn the building’s exterior 

and are cut Just twice a year. seen 

on the far side, the reception area 

provides bicycles to guests for use 

during their stay. details, last pages.

When Chrissie Jeffery refreshed her Sydney harbourside apartment, she used a palette  
of cool blues as the basis for a sophisticated melange of colours and textures.

photographer: chris court  producer/writer: alexandra gordon  

rest 
azured

the view across the sofa in the study to the 

living room. the walls are painted in porter’s 

paints cardamon, the fireplace in porter’s 

paints industrial lustre. opposite: a biedermeier 

chair sits below hayden fowler’s call of the 

wild 2, a photograph of a tattoo which owner 

chrissie Jeffery feels subconsciously inspired 

her home’s new scheme. the wall is painted in 

a porter’s custom blue. details, last pages.
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in the living room, this page, is a sofa inherited by Jeffery’s husband richard banks, a florence 

knoll coffee table and an eero saarinen table, both bought at auction. the armchairs are from 

copeland & de soos and the mirror was found at a Junk shop. near the window is an art deco 

display cabinet from studio eclectica housing a stereo and other curiosities. artworks include 

fiona lowry’s everyone’s playing a different game with the thought, on the right wall, an 

aboriginal tunga, in the corner, and Joan ross’s ghost gum, visible in mirror on right. 
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colour and pattern combine in the living 

room, this page. the large cushions are 

covered in brunschwig & fils ikat, the smaller 

cushions in malaysian songket, and the sofa in 

no chintz mahesh in fuchsia. the flatweave 

aubusson rug is from robyn cosgrove rugs. 

opposite: over the restored parquet floors,  

a runner from robyn cosgrove rugs leads 

from the entry into the hallway, where walls 

are covered in a thibaut grasscloth from boyac. 

peter simpson’s hillside near collector (top), 

and Jake walker’s not an athfield hang above 

a biedermeier chair bought at auction; sarah 

ryan’s fortune hangs at the far end of the hall. 
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a recent find, the pendant light, opposite, by melbourne design studio 

coco flip, bought from tongue + groove, hangs above a table from 

strand agencies and chairs covered in sienna linen in aqua from  

no chintz. by the dining room doorway, this page, Right, a biedermeier 

chair upholstered in a no chintz ikat sits in front of a favourite sweater 

that shrank in the dryer. above them hangs nuha saad’s cool change. in 

the kitchen, Below Right, new Joinery houses some of Jeffery’s favourite 

things. the curtains are christopher farr ‘36 24 36’ linen by ilse crawford, 

next to an artwork by ali noble, bought from James dorahy proJect space.

when her parquet floors needed repairing, textile maven Chrissie 
Jeffery was inspired to redecorate the entire apartment she shares with 
her optometrist husband Richard Banks on the waterfront in Sydney’s 
Double Bay. “It happened with the floors; then I had to change the 
colours, and then I had to change the curtains,” explains Jeffery.  Many 
might agonise over such a dramatic transformation and embark upon  
it slowly – but the creative powerhouse behind the No Chintz soft-
furnishings stores and Stitches trade-only workroom seized the chance 
to shake up the apartment that first featured on the cover of Vogue 
Living’s September/October issue in 2005. 

“I just decided it was going to be all blues,” declares Jeffery as we 
walk from the entry down the hall, both covered in a petrol-blue 
seagrass wall covering, past the dining room and kitchen, freshly 
painted in what Jeffery describes as a “Greek blue”, and into the 
bedrooms, one of which has been wallpapered in a blue and white 
horizontal stripe, while the main bedroom is dotted with blue 
artworks and textiles featuring blue. Having worked with textiles for 
more than 30 years, Jeffery is constantly exposed to the latest trends 
and colours of every new season. “I am all about blue and orange and 
yellow at the moment; all the new fabrics have those colours in 
them,” she says. “I’m going through a phase – I can’t help it.” 

The living room and study, once a bedroom before the couple 
made minor changes in an earlier renovation, are painted in a striking 
olive green in the one nod to the previous scheme. “It was all green 
and now I have gone for all blue,” says Jeffery. “These are much 
stormier, deeper colours. Before, they were watery and pale.” The 
guest bedroom, which featured pink and white stencilled walls that 
inspired one of Porter’s Paints best-selling wallpapers, now features a 
custom-coloured wallpaper, also created by Porter’s Paints for Jeffery. 
“I’m mad about awning stripes and candy stripes,” says Jeffery.

Jeffery also attributes the new colours to one of the couple’s recent 
acquisitions, a photograph of a tattoo (see page 175) by New Zealand-
born performance artist Hayden Fowler. “I think the scheme for the 
apartment came from this work,” she says. “I didn’t do it intentionally; 
it just happened. I love what people do with artworks. It encourages 
me to do things or fall in love with something.” 

An exhibition of textiles at the Art Gallery of New South Wales 
inspired Jeffery’s latest range of ikat fabrics, which adorn the bedhead 
and cushions in the guest room and occasional chairs throughout.

Re-hanging the couple’s bountiful artwork collection, mainly 
from emerging Australian artists, took place after six weeks of floor 
repairs, painting and wallpapering. While the couple is not exactly in 
sync when it comes to interior style (Banks is a minimalist while 
Jeffery is a bowerbird who loves decorative elements and pattern), 
they share a passion for art. Their apartment has barely a single empty 
wall. “Richard will collect art but he’s so neat and tidy,” says Jeffery.  
“I live with someone who says that I’m like Steptoe and Son.”
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this page, top left: in the study, the sofa is no chintz zanzibar in colour c, with cushions in gp & J baker archive linen and tie-dyed linen. a bark 

painting from arnhem land hangs on the wall. top Right: guest bedroom cushions (also opposite) in various no chintz fabrics. aBove left: Jeffery 

in the doorway of her study. aBove Right: the fabric Jugs from obJect gallery are old favourites. the bedhead in the guest room, opposite,  

is in a no chintz ikat, the bedside table is from brosalco and on the bed is a 1950s throw from pakistan. the wallpaper is from porter’s paints.
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the main bedroom, left, features walls in no chintz fine stripe beige, 

curtains of wool sateen from atelier, a french reproduction chair 

upholstered in basra charcoal from no chintz, and cushions all in 

sanderson fabrics. the artwork is part of John beard’s the land’s end 

installation. the hall between the guest bedroom and main bedroom, 

Below, reveals a sequence of graphic colours. details, last pages.

travel
The furniture, a combination of what the couple already owned, from 
junk-shop and auction finds to gifts and salvaged pieces, has also been 
moved around or transformed. A sofa from the living room has been 
re-upholstered in blue and now lives in the study; in its place is a sofa 
that Banks inherited. There is a new bed in the master bedroom and 
new bedside tables in the guest bedroom. Almost every cushion and 
piece of furniture has been re-covered or recoloured. “Those chairs 
have been pink, silver and now white. I re-cover them every now and 
then,” says Jeffery of the Biedermeier chairs picked up at auction. 

With endless inspirations and passions, the apartment seems to be 
a laboratory for Jeffery’s flights of fancy. “I don’t really have a plan.  
I look at designers who plan everything and I find that too controlling 
– what happens to the ‘off-the-cuffness’ of it all?” says Jeffery. 

Colours and pattern clash in every room, but it works. “With 
colour, it’s always really tricky. Either you do colour like a garden 
where you throw it all in, or you pull back to just three or four 
shades,” she says. A playful pelmet for the guest room was made up  
by Jeffery’s workroom from fringing, buttons and ribbon. A bespoke 
pleated lampshade with coordinating trim completes a ceramic base 
sourced by Jeffery. “With your home, you get to play around and do 
fun things,” Jeffery sums up, looking around at her apartment in its 
most recent reincarnation. “I really like living here.”  vl
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